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Summer weddings always inspire the organizers for the search for new ideas. This season is no
exception. Collected 10 trends that are already collecting millions of likes in Instagram.

 From minimalism to luxury

Over the past year, the format of weddings has changed dramatically. Because of the pandemic, the
pairs had to give up lush celebrations in favor of zoom parties and micro-weddings. Now fashion for
luxury weddings is coming back. This means that in the summer of 2021 we will see more incredible
decorations and majestic wedding sites like the estates, castles and old mansions. And the lush
bridesmaid dresses with hoses-baffs, embroidery and all sorts of bows, which promise to create a
sense of real holiday.

 Wedding as an art object

The tendency to lay out photos of table settings, invitations and wedding decor in social networks is
gaining momentum, so it is important to make every detail as aesthetic and instagram. Therefore, it
is expected that this summer decorators will offer couples more interactive zones and bright color
combinations in the design of the banquet room. Everything so that the game of contrasts is
noticeable not only in life, but also in the photos.

 Color Block in Decor

But one of the main tricks of decorators, which helps revive the wedding decor. Designers admit that
the abundance of elements of powdered and bright shades, which pairs so often chose this year,
made the weddings a little monotonous. Therefore, in the summer they return the fashion on the
color-block in a variety of details: from textiles to floristics and accessories of the bride and groom.

 Against the background of nature

Another way to achieve Wow-effect on the Internet and in real life is exchanged rings against the
background of an incredible species without unnecessary scenery and lighting. Source inspiration
Wedding photos of the actor Alexander Ludwig and his wife Lauren Dir. Mountains, sunset and
feeling of limitless happiness. What can be more beautiful?
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 For ecology

Summer is a great opportunity not only to spend a wedding in nature, but also take care of the
planet. Turn into the Wedding Ritual Scenario put together a tree together, add in the menu
Vegetarian dishes, consider vintage dresses and try to reduce the use of plastic on this day to the
maximum to stay within the Eco-friendly concept.

 Artist at the wedding

The artist at the wedding may soon become the same important character as the photographer. The
grooms and the brides are increasingly turning to the illustrators, to then put in the photo album not
only professional pictures, but also sketches. Some of them, by the way, you can give guests after
the wedding.

 Food interactive

Couples are tired of monotonous entertainment at the wedding, so in the summer of 2021 more
unusual master classes are expected, including culinary. While the bartender will teach guests to
prepare the author's cocktails, the pastryman will show how mini kayki and other cakes for a sweet
table are created. The task is not easy to entertain guests, but to attach them to the creation of the
holiday.

 Bride style

Never a wedding fashion was not so diverse, and the brides are unlike each other. Therefore, there
is no clear guidelines in choosing a dress. It can be a bold mini or stylish tuxedo, princess dress with
modern details or minimalist mermaid dress. In trend, unique images that are designed to
emphasize the nature of the bride and the dignity of her shape.

 Beauty trends

During the pandemic, we used to wearing masks and began to take care of the skin more,
abandoning dense makeup. This trend led to the popularity of the Natural Glam style with an
emphasis on healthy shining skin, long eyelashes and gentle colors in wedding makeup. Even the
leading makeup artists Hang Wango and Mario Dedivanovich became less likely to make makeup
Smoky Eyes with coal-black eyeliner and switched to softer beige and smoky gray shades. But the
burgundy lipstick, according to Pat McGangrad, will still be relevant. The main thing is to comply with
the balance and competently express accents.

 Minimuna



The unstable situation with travel forces the grooms and the brides to abandon the classical
honeymoon. Now, instead of the traditional four-week Khanimun, the couple choose a minimum.
The format of this rest can be any: from a full-fledged spa program for two in a luxury hotel to active
recreation in the picturesque places of Russia. But the main difference between Khanimun's
minimun is that it usually lasts no more than a week. Nevertheless, it is also a great opportunity to
relax after the wedding and spend time alone


